Abstract-Vehicle
I. INTRODUCTION
Distribution system is the process of distributing products from the depot to the customer and is an important factor in determining the mileage or cost. Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) is one of the problems that can be used to design the distribution route from the depot to a number of customers whose locations are scattered, with minimal cost. The route is designed so that each customer is visited exactly once with one vehicle, all routes start from and end at the depot. In addition, the total demand from all customers on a single route should not violate vehicle capacity. Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP) is one variant of VRP where a number of customers are served by a number of equal-capacity vehicles. In other distribution problems, the vehicle performs several travel routes by returning to the depot as customer demand exceeds the existing capacity of the vehicle but still meets the operating time limits. This problem is another VRP variant called Multiple Trip Vehicle Routing Problem (MTVRP).
CVRP and MTVRP can be solved with various algorithms. Some examples include using Clarke and Wright Algorithm, Sequential insertion heuristic algorithm, and Genetic Algorithm [1] [2] [3] . Determination of MTVRP solution that has been studied is with Tabu Search algorithm, and Variable Neighborhood Descent Algorithm [4, 5] . The solution obtained by the algorithm is a global solution and based on the literature review, it is not necessarily an optimal solution. There are several methods to improve the solution to obtain the optimal solution, one of them with the improvement of the solution using local search method.
Discussion of local search can be seen on S. Determination of initial solution to complete CVRP and MTVRP is performed by using sequential insertion algorithm and Clarke-Wright algorithm, fixing solution with local search method and its implementation using google map that will be reviewed in this article.
Formulation of CVRP and MTVRP
CVRP mathematical formulation to minimize the total cost of all vehicles are as follows:
• The objective function is to minimize cost Steps taken in finding CVRP and MTVRP in this research are: 1. The literature study of algorithms in finding solutions of CVRP and MTVRP, as well as algorithms of local search 2. Creating a web-based application to solve CVRP and MTVRP problem that implements local search 3. Implement the application using standard data or field data 4. Analyze the algorithm and result of application to find the effectiveness Determination of the initial solution for completing CVRP and MTVRP in this article is done by using Sequential Insertion and Clarke-Wright algorithm. The initial solution uses the Sequential Insertion algorithm as follows: 1. Choosing an unassigned vehicle 2. Choosing the first customer (seed customer), that is the customer who has the furthest distance from the depot. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Improvement of CVRP and MTVRP solution
The solution of CVRP and MTVRP using Sequential Insertion algorithm and Clarke-Wright algorithm can be improved by using local search method. Local search method is an iterative procedure that aims to find the best solution by minimizing the evaluation function. Local search procedures start from forming travel routes that involve the customer, customer demand, and the distance between depot-customer and customer-customer. The routes formed are called initial solutions, then this initial solution is tested for optimization. Optimization is tested by comparing the initial solution evaluation function with the evaluation function of other solutions. Another solution is obtained from the operation of neighborhoods on local search. If the result of the evaluation function of the initial solution is worse than the evaluation function of other solutions, then the other solution becomes the new starting solution. This process is repeated until all solutions are completely compared. If a final solution obtained is better than the original solution, then the new solution is accepted to be an improved solution.
Solution CVRP and MTVRP with local search methods used in this article using inter-route and intra-route improvements. Six inter-route structures are described as follows. 1. Shift (1,0): One customer i is moved from route r1 to r2. 2. Swap (1,1): Interchange between customer i from route r1 and customer j from route r2.
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3. Shift (2,0): Two adjacent customers i and j (or an arc (i, j)) are moved from route r1 to route r2. The transfer of the opposite arc (j, i) is also considered. 4. Swap (2,1): Interchange between adjacent customers i and j from route r1 and customer k from route r2. As in the previous case, the opposite arc (j, i) is also considered. 5. Swap (2,2): Interchange between adjacent customers i and j from route r1 and two other adjacent customers k and l, from route r2 . The opposite arcs (j, i) and (l, k) are also considered, thus yielding 4 possible combinations. Cross: edges between the connected customer i and j of route 1 and the edges between customer k and l of route 2 is removed. Then, two sides (i, l) and (k, j) are inserted.
Meanwhile, four intra-route structures are described as follow: 1. Or-opt: one to three consecutive nodes are moved into other position in the route 2. Two-opt: two un-adjacent edges are removed, and two new edges are formed then to make a new route 3. Exchange: exchanging two nodes position. This is another version of swap (1, 1) , but it applied to the same route 4. Reinsertion: a node is removed, and inserted into other position in the route Local search method is to find the initial solution, make improvements, and get the optimum conditions. Solution improvement process using local search method is done repeatedly until the optimum condition is obtained. The optimum condition is achieved when all neighborhood structures are applied and can not be improved any more.
Implementation using google map
Implementation of algorithms is made in a web-based application with data input required are the position of the point, the demand of each customer, vehicle capacity, and vehicle speed. Google Map is used to provide real data about the distance between points in the form of the distance matrix, and display of the interactive and real map. Furthermore, the program will perform the process of search and repair routes.
The output of the application of the implementation results in the form of text, images, and graphics. Image information is the graph of the route formed. The text output contains descriptive information about the initial solution, new solutions for each iteration and final solution for CVRP and MTVRP issues accompanied by total distance and maximum travel time. While the graph contains information about the acquisition of solutions on each iteration. Here some pictures related to the program: The discussion in this article is about the determination of the initial solution of CVRP and MTVRP using sequential insertion algorithm and Clarke-Wright algorithm, then the initial solution is improved by local search method. Application developed is web-based, by utilizing the Google Map service to display a map of an area and get the distance between places appropriately. For further process improvement with local search this can be applied to other variants of VRP and its combination.
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